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This paper investigates the competitive market for mass-customized products. Competition leads to surpris-ing conclusions: Manufacturers customize only one of a product’s two attributes, and each manufacturer
chooses the same attribute. Customization of both attributes cannot persist in an equilibrium where firms first
choose customization and then choose price, because effort to capture market with customization makes a rival
desperate, putting downward pressure on prices.
Equilibrium involves partial or no customization. In partial customization, rival firms do not differentiate

their mass-customization programs: If firms customize different attributes, many more consumers are indifferent
between the two firms. The elasticity of demand is increased and the resulting price war makes differenti-
ated customization unprofitable. If firms customize the same attribute of a two-attribute product, they should
concentrate on the attribute with the smaller heterogeneity in consumers’ preferences.
We incorporate consumers’ effort in portraying their preferences as a cost of interaction and provide public

policy findings on the well-being of these consumers: When this cost is low, consumers are better off with
customization than with standard goods, but firms choose too little customization. The loss in consumer surplus
is sometimes captured by the firms, but for low interaction costs, firms’ profit-driven behavior is economically
inefficient.
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1. Introduction
Increasingly, academics and practitioners view mar-
keting as an interactive process where sellers and buy-
ers rely on each other to co-create better value in
the exchange. Concepts such as individual market-
ing, one-to-one marketing, and interactive marketing
center on this view (e.g., Fournier et al. 1998, Pine
and Gilmore 2000, Peppers et al. 1999). Advances in
flexible manufacturing and Internet-based informa-
tion and communication technology will only accel-
erate this trend.
One emerging marketing strategy is mass cus-

tomization, which is a flexible process designed to
provide consumers a product matched to their indi-
vidually stated needs in one or more product dimen-
sions (Business Week 2000, p. 130). The concept of mass
customization has drawn considerable attention in the
fields of operations management and management
information systems, where the focus is on the infor-
mation and manufacturing systems needed for quick
and flexible manufacturing (Gillenson et al. 1999,
Nicholas 1998). However, despite its growing popu-
larity in marketing practice and the resulting attention
paid it by the trade press, mass customization and
consumer co-creation of ideal products has hardly
been investigated by academic marketers (Wind and
Rangaswamy 2001).

This paper partially fills this gap by analytically
modeling the strategic provision of customized prod-
ucts in a competitive situation. Our contribution
answers five questions. First, what is the impact of
customization on profits and prices for firms that
previously provided only standard products? Sec-
ond, given that competing firms can choose the
specific product attributes to customize, how many
attributes will be customized? Third, will compet-
ing firms customize different attributes to enhance
brand differentiation, or will the marketplace drive
them to common customization? Fourth, do con-
sumers benefit from mass customization, recognizing
that as co-creators of their custom products they bear
interaction costs? Fifth, is the economy better off with
mass customization?
To foreshadow our major conclusions, L. L. Bean

and REI (Recreational Equipment, Inc.) sell sleeping
bags for backpacking, characterized by two attributes:
“length” and “temperature comfort rating.” Length
corresponds to the hiker’s height, and temperature
comfort rating corresponds to the outdoor temper-
ature at night (lower temperature ratings are not
always desirable, especially when doing desert hik-
ing in the summer). Both firms can choose whether
or not to customize these attributes. Each firm could
customize neither of these attributes (that is, offer one
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size and comfort rating to all consumers), customize
only the length, customize only the comfort rating,
or customize both length and comfort rating, creat-
ing “segments-of-one” (Pine and Gilmore 2000). The
prices and profits in a particular customization sit-
uation are determined by the competition for con-
sumers, whose details are provided in the following
section.
Surprisingly, the Nash equilibrium is characterized

by partial customization—only one attribute is cus-
tomized, while the other is offered at a standard level
for all consumers. In addition, the specific attribute
that is customized is the same for both firms, say com-
fort rating of sleeping bags—there is no differentiation
by the two sellers. The basic intuition behind both
of these findings (partial customization and matched
customization) has the same source: designing prod-
ucts to take advantage of the consumers’ desire for
ideal products while avoiding a disastrous price war.
Partial, but not complete, customization is reason-
able because if both firms offer completely customized
products, the sellers are identical in the eyes of the
consumer, and the only way the competitive firms can
attract consumers is by price reductions. The resulting
price war between identical brands would transfer all
the benefits of customization to the consumers. Thus,
partial but not complete customization is the equilib-
rium outcome.
The same logic applies for asymmetric strategic

choices. For example, L. L. Bean will not switch from
the customized “comfort rating” equilibrium to com-
plete “customize both length and comfort rating”
product strategy because that would leave REI in a
very unfavorable situation. Specifically, REI would
have an inferior product in the eyes of the consumers
because it offers only one length sleeping bag. Given
its product decision, the only weapon REI has to make
up for its product’s deficiency is price, and it will
wield this with a vengeance to protect a minimal mar-
ket share.
Why do the firms not differentiate themselves by

customizing different attributes; say, L. L. Bean cus-
tomizes length of sleeping bags while REI customizes
comfort rating? As detailed below, with differen-
tiated partial customization many more consumers
are indifferent between the differentiated offers than
would be if the customization was matched. This
gives both differentiated firms a stronger incentive to
reduce price. The competition when more consumers
are in play leads to price cuts without corresponding
changes in equilibrium market share. By customizing
the same attribute and thus softening the price sensi-
tivity of demand, the firms can avoid price wars. We
can contrast our model, in which the desire to avoid
price competition induces firms not to differentiate
their customization strategies, with that of Liu et al.

(2004). In a model of competition between television
broadcasters, they show that the absence of price com-
petition does not always imply minimum differentia-
tion, especially if competition on other factors such as
quality induces firms to take differentiated positions.
Our model may be extended to address other issues

such as how firms coordinate on the attribute to cus-
tomize. We find that if consumers have different pref-
erence heterogeneities for the two attributes, then it is
optimal for both the firms to customize the attribute
with the lower preference heterogeneity. This counter-
intuitive result is a consequence of attempts to avoid
price wars.
Finally, variations of our model can tell when cus-

tomization is likely to be used. The trade literature
suggests that customization is more likely to happen
in markets with a higher level of consumer prefer-
ence heterogeneity than in markets with lower con-
sumer heterogeneity (Wayland and Cole 1998, p. 28).
However, if heterogeneity is sufficiently high, firms
could also earn quasi-monopoly rents by providing
differentiated standard products and might not have
any incentives to provide customized products even
if consumers desire it. Our analysis supports this
line of reasoning by showing that, in a world where
competing firms choose whether or not to offer cus-
tomized goods, they earn similar profits with either
strategy if consumer preference heterogeneity is high
enough. This illustrates potentially ambiguous rela-
tionships between high preference heterogeneity and
customization, which our analytic model resolves.
Our theory focuses on the strategic role of competi-

tion in answering the question, “Should I customize,
and if so, what aspect?” Manufacturing costs are set
to zero and no form of price discrimination occurs.
Obviously, these are important factors in customiza-
tion, but by setting them aside in our logical exper-
iments, we avoid confounding them with our focal
driving force, competition. This approach to control-
ling for other factors is conventional in analytic mod-
eling (Moorthy 1993).
Furthermore, customized pricing issues have been

studied elsewhere in marketing and economics
(Shaffer and Zhang 1995, Bester and Petrakis
1996, Villas-Boas 2003, Fudenberg and Tirole 2000,
Chen and Iyer 2002). Many customizers do not
price discriminate, however. Reflect.com manufac-
tures custom-made cosmetics, but all variants of cus-
tomized lipsticks, say, are priced at $17.00 regardless
of what color and what type of finish (glossy, matte,
or a combination) is chosen. Of course, L’Oreal Colour
Riche Lipstick is available at the local pharmacy in
48 shades of red, all at the same price: $7.99 per tube.
LandsEnd.com offers customized-fit jeans (with over
100,000 fit variants), all at the same price of $54. This
also differentiates our basic model from studies of
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a limited product-line assortment because these stud-
ies typically would involve different prices for differ-
ent elements in the assortment.
Dewan et al. (2003) address product customization

and price competition on the Internet. They are con-
cerned mainly with the cost efficiencies of flexible
manufacturing, while our paper sets this issue aside
while treating the configuration of the customized
product itself in greater detail than theirs. The cus-
tomized products offered by rival firms in Dewan
et al. do not compete head to head, but this is pre-
cisely the focus of our paper. We assume that there
is no cost difference associated with customization
(e.g., mixing colors of house paint). In an empirical
approach Zhang and Krishnamurthi (2004) provide a
decision support system for customized online pro-
motions and derive the optimal price discount for
each household for each shopping trip.
Other studies have modeled consumer preferences

distributed on a two-dimensional space (Ben-Akiva
et al. 1989, Anderson et al. 1992, Ansari et al. 1998).
These models are concerned with the optimal choice
of a single product rather than the extensive assort-
ment of products implied by customization. Given
that firms can choose only one product, a central find-
ing in these papers is that firms chose identical levels
of one attribute and maximally different levels on the
other. This foreshadows our result when firms make
decisions on assortments rather than single products:
We find that rival firms identically customize one of
the attributes (offering a huge assortment), but max-
imally differentiate themselves with a single level of
the other. They partially but identically customize. Of
course, in the single-product models, a firm cannot
offer a product that totally dominates its rival’s prod-
uct in the minds of all consumers, while in our model
firms may select product strategies preferred by all
consumers. It is not obvious that complete customiza-
tion is a poor reply to a rival that customizes only one
attribute, and for this reason the equilibrium derived
below is not a foregone conclusion, even given the
previous results on single-product competition.

2. A Model of Customization
Consider a market with two Firms A and B produc-
ing a product with two attributes labeled X and Y
that they could offer either as standard features or as
customized options. This is consistent with the con-
ceptualization of a product as a bundle of attributes
and is also consistent with practice where firms are
able to choose the attributes that they are willing to
customize.

2.1. Consumer Choice of Standard Products
Consumers have heterogeneous but independent
preferences for the two attributes and their ideal

Figure 1 Ideal Point in Attribute Space

Firm A standard
offer (0,0)

Attribute X

Attribute Y

1

1

Typical ideal
point (x,y)

Firm B standard
offer (1,1)

Loss in utility in city block
metric when offer is not “ideal”

Legend:

values of the two attributes �x�y� are distributed uni-
formly over the unit square �0�1�× �0�1�. In the base-
line case, each firm offers a single standard product
whose attributes are also located in the unit square.
We assume that firms are maximally differentiated
with respect to both attributes X and Y, and the stan-
dard products are located at �0�0� and �1�1� for A
and B, respectively. Each firm’s location in attribute
space and the ideal vector of a typical consumer are
displayed in Figure 1.
Each consumer has a maximum demand of one unit

of the ideal product for which she has reservation
value V , which we assume is large enough that all
consumers buy the product from one of the firms.
The effective reservation price (or gross utility before
price) associated with Firm A’s standard product for
a consumer located at �x�y� is UA = V − x − y. For
Firm B’s standard product, it is UB = V − �1 − x� −
�1−y�. This utility uses the “city block” distance as a
measure of how far a given consumer’s ideal location
is from the location of a firm, as seen in Figure 1. The
city block metric is consistent with our assumption of
independent attributes because the utility is additive
in the two attributes (Anderson et al. 1992).

2.2. Customization and Consumer’s
Cost of Interaction

If a firm offers to customize an attribute, then it will
provide a product that exactly matches a given con-
sumer’s ideal level of that attribute. In other words,
if a firm customizes Attribute X, then it has a con-
tinuum of “virtual” products, with the typical one
being �x�0�.1 As seen in Figure 2, if Firm A customizes

1 The continuum assumption is for mathematical convenience, of
course, but some firms offer this level of customization (paint colors
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Figure 2 Partial vs. No Customization

Firm A customized
offers (x,0) for all x

1

1

Firm B standard
offer (1,1)

Attribute Y

Attribute X

Attribute X, then the loss in utility for a nonideal loca-
tion is just the vertical distance; while for the standard
location of Firm B, there is both a horizontal and ver-
tical discrepancy from the ideal point.
To get the ideal level of the attribute, the consumers

must interact with the firm, and this may be costly
to the consumer. As a recent article in Business Week
pointed out:

One problem with customization is that it requires cus-
tomers to do a lot of the initial legwork. That means
filling out forms, picking choices, standing in scan-
ning booths, and otherwise going through the hassle
of helping manufacturers take the guesswork out of
serving their needs. (Business Week 2000)

The “legwork” creates resistance to customization by
consumers. In our paper, we highlight the critical
role of consumers’ interaction cost for customized
products in the market. The interaction costs could
include time diverted from other activities. Even after
a consumer communicates her preferences to the firm,
there can be delay in consumption as the manufac-
turer produces and delivers the customized prod-
uct. This might go through multiple iterations before
just the right product is provided to the consumer.
There is also the extra cognitive burden of having to
know preferences accurately enough to convey them
to potential manufacturers, and there is the risk that
a customized product might differ from the ideal.
Because we are not concerned with the exact nature

of the costs or with what causes them, we lump
all of them under the umbrella of interaction cost,
which is denoted by z. Initially, we assume the inter-
action cost is the same for all consumers. We also
assume that the interaction cost is proportional to the
number of attributes that a consumer must describe;

can be mixed in any way the buyer wants). As mentioned above,
some lipstick brands offer 48 different shades of red; continuity is
a limiting case of such illustrations.

that is, if the consumer must interact with the seller
for both X and Y, then the interaction cost is 2z. If
Firm A customizes Attribute X and offers a standard
Attribute Y, then the consumer located at �x�y� has
gross utility UA = V − z− y. If the consumer cost of
interaction is too high, then customization will not be
offered; the critical threshold (as shown below) is z=
1/2, which is the discrepancy of the standard product
for the average consumer’s ideal level of a noncus-
tomized attribute.
It is important to distinguish between two types

of consumer input into customizing. First, consumers
provide information that improves the quality of the
product for all consumers (e.g., beta testers for soft-
ware products or lead users). Second, consumers
describe their personal tastes for attribute levels and
features of a product. We analyze only the second
type of consumer input, variety, setting aside the first,
quality. In other words, we concentrate on horizon-
tal rather than vertical product differentiation. Specif-
ically, we do not model customization where more of
an attribute is better.
This model presents a stylized version of the trade-

off that consumers face when they contemplate the
purchase of customized products. On one hand, they
can purchase the standard product and receive some
disutility from not being able to get exactly what they
want. On the other hand, they can purchase the cus-
tomized product and get what they want, but they
have to bear some cost of interacting with the firm.2

2.3. Customization Alternatives
The interaction among firms is analyzed as a two-
stage game, where in the first stage firms choose the
level of customization, and in the second stage the
firms set prices and consumers make their product
choice. In this section, we consider each of the cus-
tomization options and outline the method of analysis
of the second-stage price game. Details are found in
Appendix A.
A consumer’s input does not improve the product

for anyone else but only brings the product closer
to the consumer’s ideal. As a result, we assume that
firms operate in a regime of posted prices where
all consumers see the same price for the customized
product. The model deals exclusively with product
customization, and assumes away customized pric-
ing.3 Moreover, to focus on strategic effects and to

2 Other consumer behaviors with customization are found in
Huffman and Kahn (1998) and Liechty et al. (2001).
3 This differentiates customization from a deep product line.
Though each consumer gets a product tailored to his/her needs, all
versions of the product have the same objective quality, so the firm
posts an identical price for all customized products. Deep product-
line assortment typically would involve different prices for differ-
ent elements in the line. Later in the paper we relate our model to
the work of Chen and Iyer (2002) on customized prices.
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ensure that our results are not driven by costs, we
assume the marginal cost of manufacturing each
attribute is zero.
The analysis of the price equilibrium when there

is no customization is very standard and we relegate
the details to Appendix A. Both firms charge iden-
tical prices, which equal 1 in equilibrium, and split
the market evenly. More interesting cases occur with
customization.
We conceive of complete customization as a firm’s

decision to customize both attributes of the prod-
uct and partial customization as its decision to cus-
tomize only one of the two attributes. Because each
firm can customize completely, partially, or not at all,
our analysis must consider several strategic scenar-
ios. When both firms offer partially customized prod-
ucts, two situations arise, depending on whether
they customize different attributes—differentiated par-
tial customization—or the same identical attribute—
matched partial customization. We address the case of
differentiated partial customization first.
Because like all analytical models the results of our

analysis are also dependent on the assumptions made,
we briefly summarize the critical assumptions made
about firms, consumers, and the interactions between
firms and between firms and consumers.

2.4. Discussion of Assumptions About
Firms and Consumers

Our model assumes two symmetric Firms A and B
that sell costless two-attribute products. To begin with
the simplest scenario, both firms are put on a level
playing field, and we defer to future research the
analysis of markets with a dominant and a fringe
firm. Our firms can offer neither attribute, one of the
two attributes, or both the attributes as customized
options. In this duopoly, there ought to be at least two
attributes to allow each firm a unique strategy, and
we limit the model to just two attributes for analytic
convenience. To hold costs constant, the marginal cost
of providing both standard products and customized
options is assumed to be zero for all firms; our results
are not sensitive to this cost assumption. When a
firm customizes, we assume a continuum of prod-
ucts are available to take advantage of the mathemat-
ics of continuity. We assume the strategic decisions
(customization) are made first, while the tactical deci-
sions (price) are made subsequently; this is traditional
in such models. Moreover, we assume simultaneous
revelation of customization strategies by both firms,
although leader-follower models could be explored in
future research.
Consumers have heterogeneous and independent

preferences for the two attributes. Ideal values of
attributes are assumed to be distributed uniformly
over the unit square �0�1�× �0�1�, and all utility func-
tions use the “city block” distance to measure of how

far an ideal location is from a firm’s product. This uni-
form distribution is standard in the literature on prod-
uct differentiation employing the Hotelling (1929)
framework because of its analytical tractability. Nat-
urally, other specifications of consumer heterogene-
ity could yield different results; for example, Hauser
and Shugan (1983) show that bimodal distributions
of preference can result in dramatically different price
responses of a defender brand. The city block metric
implies that a consumer’s valuation of one attribute
is independent of the level of the other attribute. This
is technically usefully because the market areas of the
firms thus have linear boundaries, making the formu-
lation of demand analytically straightforward. Finally,
we assume that consumers have a homogeneous per-
attribute cost of communicating their ideal attribute
level.

2.5. Differentiated Partial Customization
Let Firm A customize Attribute X and Firm B cus-
tomize the other Attribute Y. If Firm A charges pA and
Firm B charges pB for their partially customized prod-
ucts, then the consumer at ideal point �x�y� will pre-
fer Firm A to B if V − z−y−pA >V − z− �1−x�−pB,
or equivalently y <−x+1+pB−pA. The market shares
of the firms are shown graphically in Figure 3 under
the assumption that Firm B has the lowest price. The
line where x+ y = 1+ pB− pA is the collection of con-
sumers for which the firms compete most vigorously.
We refer to this as the combat zone.
This differentiated partial customization strategy

makes the two firms more similar on average com-
pared to no customization. For consumers with ideal
points near the lower-right corner, the two firms offer
almost identical products. As a result, the prices are
driven lower than in the no-customization case (see
Appendix A for details). Because both the firms and
the attributes are symmetric, the equilibrium prices of
both firms equal 1/2 and the market divides along the
downward-sloping diagonal referred to as the combat
zone in Figure 4. It is interesting to note that this is
the same combat zone that occurs when neither firm
customizes.

Figure 3 Differentiated Partial Customization
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Figure 4 Combat Zone for Differentiated Partial Customization
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2.6. Matched Partial Customization
Now suppose both firms customize only Attribute X
and offer Attribute Y with a standard feature. This
is called “matched” customization because the firms
select the same attribute. Consumers at �x�y� prefer
Firm A to Firm B if V −z−y−pA >V −z−�1−y�−pB,
or equivalently, y < �1+pB−pA�/2. Because both firms
offer all consumers their customized ideal level of x,
this no longer enters the calculation of which con-
sumers pick Firm A. As seen in Figure 5, the combat
zone is a horizontal line, involving only ideal levels
of the standardized Attribute Y. The symmetry of the
game implies that prices and market shares are iden-
tical in equilibrium.
From Figures 4 and 5 it is clear that the con-

sumers that the two firms most vigorously compete
for—the combat zone—is larger in the case where
they customize different attributes:

√
2 as compared

to 1. In differentiated partial customization, a price
cut by a small amount brings in roughly 40% more
consumers than under matched partial customiza-
tion. This makes the firms more aggressive in their
price competition under differentiated customization.
Intuitively speaking, when firms customize the same
attribute they compete on one front—the standard-
ized attribute—rather than on both fronts. This intu-
ition is made formal in Appendix A, where it is
shown that the price for both matched customizing
firms is 1 and they split the market in half along the
horizontal line at 1/2.

Figure 5 Combat Zone for Matched Partial Customization
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Attribute X
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2.7. Complete Customization
If both firms customize completely, then all con-
sumers can have their ideal product from either firm.
The only way a firm can attract consumers is with
price discounts, and the Bertrand equilibrium occurs
where the prices are driven to cost, which in this
model is 0. On the other hand, if only one firm
offers complete customization, the analysis of the
Nash equilibrium prices is somewhat more compli-
cated, but straightforward. Details are provided in
Appendix A.

3. Strategic Customization
Now that we have analyzed the pricing at the sec-
ond stage of the game, let us step back to first-
stage customization strategies. A firm can customize
none of the product attributes (denoted by “None”),
Attribute X, Attribute Y, or both attributes (denoted
by “Both”). Detailed derivations of profits are in
Appendix A, and the results are summarized in
Figure 6.

3.1. Matched Partial Customization Is the
Equilibrium for Low Interaction Cost

What is the Nash equilibrium in customization strate-
gies? It depends on how costly it is for the con-
sumer to specify the ideal level of an attribute to the
firm. Obviously, if consumers find it very difficult to
explain the exact type of attribute they want from

Figure 6 Customization Game with Interaction Costs
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a seller, customization is very unattractive. The con-
sumers would be better off just accepting a nonideal
product than dealing with the hassle of interacting
with the firm. If interaction is cheap, what form of
customization will be found in equilibrium?

Primary Theorem. Consider two symmetric firms
that have to decide whether and how much to customize
before they choose their prices. Matched partial customiza-
tion is the strategic Nash equilibrium if consumer interac-
tion cost is low �z≤ 1/2�, and no customization is the Nash
equilibrium if consumer interaction cost is large �z > 1/2�.

There are two (essentially identical) matched par-
tial customization strategies, depending on which
attribute is customized: 	X�X
 and 	Y�Y
. In §5.3
we discuss what determines which attribute is cus-
tomized. If we suppose that the customized attribute
is X, in Figure 6 the pair of strategies 	X�X
 is the
matched partial customization equilibrium to be stud-
ied. Intuition for the theorem is given below; the proof
is given in Appendix B.
A well-touted strategic principle advises firms to

create a unique perceptual position in the minds of
consumers. Should not Firm A switch from customiz-
ing the Attribute X to customizing Y to differenti-
ate itself from its rival? Surprisingly, no. Recall that
differentiated customization brings significantly more
consumers into the combat zone, and this greatly
intensifies price competition. Any consumer with
identical ideal values for both attributes is a target
for differentiated sellers, and there are 41% more of
such consumers than ones with ideal value equal
to 1/2 for the matched customized attribute strat-
egy. The above principal presumes that unique per-
ceptual positioning mitigates price competition, but
in the customization game it doubles price elastici-
ties and drives equilibrium prices down 50%. This is
unprofitable.
Another way that Firm A could create a distinct

perceptual position would be to drop its customiza-
tion. However, if consumers find customization inter-
action easy to do, z ≤ 1/2, this is also unprofitable
because scores of consumers will defect to Firm B,
which continues to customize Attribute X. Even after
discounting price to hold the losses in market share to
a minimum, it is easily shown that profits for Firm A
fall from 1/2 to �1/2��5/6+ z/3�2.
Finally, could Firm A benefit from uniquely

expanding the customization program to include both
Attributes X and Y, and thus attract a large num-
ber of consumers? The problem with this strategy
is that it puts its rival in a desperate strait, because
Firm A will be offering a personally ideal prod-
uct to each consumer. The only weapon available to
Firm B to defend its turf is price, and it must wield
it with a vengeance, discounting its price between

33% and 66% depending upon the consumer inter-
action cost. This compels the complete customizer to
mark down its prices between 33% and 50%, and even
though Firm A’s superior product strategy improves
its market share from 50% to as much as 66%, its
profits fall from 0.50 to between 0.25 and 0.44. Com-
plete customization is not a good response to a rival’s
partial customization. Is complete customization ever
profitable? We address this next.

3.2. Complete Customization Never
Occurs in Equilibrium

Are we certain that there are no other equilibria when
z < 1/2? Specifically, is the differentiated complete
customization strategy 	Both�None
 an equilibrium
of this game? In differentiated complete customiza-
tion, one firm offers a uniformly superior assortment
but the other firm remains “different but inferior” in
the mind of the consumers. Consider Figure 7, which
graphs the profits of Firm A as a function z for var-
ious customization strategies. The profit for Firm A
with 	Both�None
 is highest only when the consumer
interaction cost is very low, z < 0�131.
However, as seen in Figure 8, Firm B has an incen-

tive to deviate from the strategy pair 	Both�None
 by
adopting a partial customization strategy as long as
z < 1/2. Therefore, for all values of per-unit consumer
interaction cost, one or the other of the firms has an
incentive to deviate from the differentiated complete
customization strategy 	Both�None
.
We have already seen that complete customization

is not the best reply to partial customization. Obvi-
ously, matched complete customization 	Both�Both

cannot be a strategic equilibrium because it results
in a disastrous Bertrand price war that dissipates all
profits; a unilateral switch by either firm to any other
strategy improves profits. In summary, complete cus-
tomization of all attributes will never be observed in
equilibrium.

Corollary. If symmetric firms compete for consumers
whose tastes are uniformly distributed, then complete

Figure 7 Profits of Firm A Against No Customization
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Figure 8 Profits of Firm B Against Complete Customization
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customization of both attributes is never an equilibrium
strategy in the customization game.

As seen in Figure 7, there are some values of con-
sumer interaction costs such that one firm has higher
profits with complete customization than with any
other strategy, assuming that its rival is not customiz-
ing. Not only is this strategic situation not an equi-
librium, but the total profits for both sellers is less
than that obtained in the matched partial customiza-
tion equilibrium (see Figure 9).
In differentiated complete customization, the firm

with an inferior product assortment becomes an
intense price discounter, and some profits are dissi-
pated in the resulting price war. However, because all
consumers buy the product, there is no loss in eco-
nomic efficiency, and firm profits are merely trans-
ferred to consumer surplus, as we will analyze in §4.

3.3. Product Customization vs. Price
Customization

Chen and Iyer (2002), Shaffer and Zhang (1995),
Bester and Petrakis (1996), Villas-Boas (2003), and
Fudenberg and Tirole (2000) have investigated cus-
tomized pricing. In Chen and Iyer (2002), for exam-
ple, firms endogenously choose the “addressability”

Figure 9 Total Profit of Both Firms
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z, Consumer interaction
cost per attribute
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Matched partial
customization: 〈X,X 〉
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customization: 〈Both, None〉

of consumers, which is taken as a proxy for cus-
tomized prices, and they find that it is not optimal
for both firms to choose full addressability. In other
words, just as these authors find that two competing
firms are worse off choosing fully customized prices,
we find that competing firms are worse off choosing
fully customized products. However, the mechanisms
(as reflected in equilibrium outcomes) by which firms
pursue partial customization of prices in Chen and
Iyer (2002) and the partial customization of products
in our paper are very different and deserve careful
consideration.
In their model, firms customize prices, a continu-

ous variable, as compared to our model where firms
make a discrete choice of which attribute(s) to cus-
tomize. The most salient aspect of competing with
discrete strategies, and one that is absent with con-
tinuous strategies, is the issue of whether it is desir-
able for the firms to coordinate on some “better”
choices and, more interestingly, if there are any mech-
anisms that will allow them to do so. We are able to
answer both these questions. Firms in our model not
only choose partial customization over complete cus-
tomization, they customize the same attribute.
Because in Chen and Iyer (2002) firms choose the

extent of price customization in the first stage and
also compete on prices in the second, enormous
pressure is placed on a firm’s pricing strategy. For
low levels of consumer heterogeneity/product differ-
entiation, firms face intense price competition, and
thus differentiate themselves through an asymmetric
choice of price customization. In our model, symmet-
ric firms could adopt symmetric choices of product
customization. Because they compete by choosing the
degree of product customization in the first stage and
price competition in the second, not too much pres-
sure is placed on their pricing strategy, and firms
are able to sustain a symmetric equilibrium in the
first stage. Moreover, in Chen and Iyer the second-
stage price equilibrium cannot exist in pure strategies,
whereas we find a pure-strategy price equilibrium
corresponding to every scenario of first-stage choice
of customization.
The general finding in this literature is that cus-

tomized pricing tends to intensify competition as
firms’ promotional efforts are simply neutralized by
their rivals. While a complete extension of our model
to include price discrimination is beyond the scope of
this paper, one can easily see that this general finding
is likely to reappear.
Specifically, suppose that the firms are commit-

ted to the differentiated partial customization 	X�Y
,
where Firm A customizes Attribute X and Firm B cus-
tomizes Attribute Y. Because the customers place an
order for a specific value of x (or y), this allows the
firm to charge different prices for different attribute
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levels. It is possible to show4 that the Nash equilib-
rium two-part tariffs are

PA = 1
2 − 1

2 �x− 0� and PB = 1
2 − 1

2 �1− y��

The price falls as the customized attribute moves
away from its most distinct level (0 for X and 1
for Y). The intuition for this is that as x moves from 0
toward 1, A’s customized product �x�0� approaches
one of the many products offered by Firm B: �1�0�.
Hence, as x increases, the attractiveness of the rival
firm rises and competitive prices must fall. Contrast
this to differentiated partial customization with uni-
form prices �PA = 1/2= PB�. The prices are uniformly
lower when price-customizing firms compete, and
in equilibrium, the partially differentiated customiz-
ers divide the market in half as in Figure 4. Profits
drop from the value 1/4 seen in Figure 6 to 1/6. This
matches the general finding of other studies of price
customization mentioned above.

4. Consumer Surplus and Economic
Welfare of Customization

Studies of economic benefits and costs of the provi-
sion of product variety date back over seventy years to
the work of Hotelling (1929) and Chamberlin (1933).
Our model assumes that firms can provide the most
appropriate product variety at no cost, yet market
forces lead to less than complete customization. Also,
we assume that providing information to guide the
design of the customized product is difficult for con-
sumers. It is not at all clear that the marketing deci-
sions of the firms correctly account for the con-
sumers’ cost of interacting with them. In this section,
we analyze the costs and benefits of customization
to all parties involved in the co-creation of product
varieties.
Consumers’ surplus and economic welfare can

be most easily studied by identifying the “typical
consumer.” For example, when neither seller offers
customization, 	None�None
, the consumers divide
between the firms so that consumers in the lower tri-
angle buy from Firm A and those in the upper tri-
angle buy from Firm B (see Figure 10). The typical
consumer in the lower triangle has an ideal vector
�1/3�1/3�, so her consumer surplus is CS = V − 1/3−
1/3− pA. In equilibrium, both firms have a price of 1,
so the total consumer surplus is V − 5/3.
The typical consumer in Figure 10 is also the typi-

cal consumer when the sellers use differentiated par-
tial customization, 	X�Y
, because the market divides
along the same diagonal (see Figure 4). The consumer

4 Details are available in a technical appendix found at http://
mktsci.pubs.informs.org.

Figure 10 Location of Typical Consumers
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surplus is CS = V − z − 1/3 − pA, and because the
equilibrium price is 1/2, the total consumer surplus
is V − 5/6− z. In the strategic case 	X�X
, the typical
consumer of Firm A has an ideal vector �1/2�1/4�, as
seen in Figure 11, so the typical consumer’s surplus is
CS = V − 1/4− z− pA. Because the equilibrium prices
are 1, the total consumer surplus is V − 5/4− z.
The computation of consumer surplus for the

differentiated complete customization equilibrium
	Both�None
 is more complicated because it is not
symmetric. As shown in Appendix C, the total con-
sumer surplus is

V − 3
√
z2+ 2+ z

4
+ 4
3

(√
z2+ 2+ z

4

)3
�

As can be seen in Figure 12, in aggregate consumers
would be better off with differentiated customization,
either partial 	X�Y
 or complete 	Both�None
. This is
because the consumers would benefit from the ideal
attribute offering of the customizer, while getting very
low prices from both sellers. Notice that when the con-
sumers’ cost of interaction is moderate, between 5/12
and 1/2, the market pressures lead to matched partial
customization but this is the worst situation from con-
sumers’ perspective. In this range, even no customiza-
tion is preferred by the buying public, because they
can avoid substantial interaction costs.

Figure 11 Typical Consumers for Matched Partial Customization
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Figure 12 Consumer Surplus
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Consumer Surplus Theorem. (a) Aggregate con-
sumer surplus is always higher for differentiated cus-
tomization (partial 	X�Y
 or complete 	Both�None
)
compared to matched customization (partial 	X�X
).
(b) Comparing just matched strategies, if cost of inter-

action is very low, consumers prefer partial to no
customization.
(c) At moderate levels of interaction costs, matched par-

tial customization is the worst of all customization strate-
gies for consumers, although it is the Nash equilibrium for
firms.

Perhaps the losses to consumers are transferred as
gains to the owners of the firms. What is the total
economic welfare, the sum of profits and consumer
surplus? We have assumed that the valuation of the
ideal product, V , is large enough that all consumers
buy from either Firm A or B. Moreover, we have
assumed that the cost of manufacturing the products
is zero. As a result, transfers of money from the bank
accounts of consumers to the bank accounts of the
owners of the firms create no net wealth. This makes
the computation of economic welfare simple in most
strategic cases. For 	None�None
, the welfare is just
W = V − 2/3, because the typical consumer gets a
product that is less than ideal by an amount of 1/3
for each attribute. The welfare under matched partial
customization 	X�X
 is also simple, W = V − 1/4− z,
because the consumer only has a nonideal attribute
for one of the attributes and the discrepancy is 1/4
for the typical consumer; of course, the interaction
cost must be accounted for, too. The case of differen-
tiated partial customization 	X�Y
 is similar, but the
average discrepancy is 1/3, so total welfare is V −
1/3−z. The case of differentiated complete customiza-
tion 	Both�None
 is more complex, but the economic

Figure 13 Economic Welfare
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All four of these economic welfares are drawn
as functions of the consumer interaction cost in
Figure 13.
When the consumer cost of interaction is low, below

5/12 = 0�417, some form of partial or complete cus-
tomization is economically efficient compared to no
customization, but it is entirely possible that the sell-
ers match their partial customization because they are
focusing only on their profits. Differentiated complete
customization is better for the entire economy when
consumer interaction costs are below 0.205. For values
of z in the set �0�205�0�417�∪�0�5�1�0�, the equilibrium
strategies are economically efficient.

Economic Welfare Theorem. Aggregate economic
welfare (the sum of profits and consumer surplus) is max-
imized by the invisible hand of marketing for many values
of consumer interaction costs, but for very low interaction
costs and some moderate levels, the behavior of firms is
economically inefficient.

5. Variations on the Main Theme
In the following subsections, we consider variations
on other aspects of the marketing environment and
their influence on customization. Formal derivations
are found in Appendix D.

5.1. Heterogeneity in Consumer Interaction Cost
Suppose that consumers are heterogeneous with
respect to their interaction cost z. Let z be distributed
uniformly on �0� ��. The optimal prices and profits
in the 	None�None
, 	X�X
, and 	X�Y
 are unaf-
fected by this change and are the same as in Fig-
ure 6. The derivation of optimal prices and profits for
the 	X�None
, 	Both�X
, and 	Both�None
 cases are
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given in Appendix D. As in the case with a homo-
geneous interaction cost, here too we find that only
a symmetric first-stage equilibrium involving partial
customization can prevail, generalizing the Primary
Theorem to heterogeneous interaction costs.
Result 1. Matched partial customization is the

Nash equilibrium if consumer interaction cost hetero-
geneity is low �� < 1�, and no customization is the
Nash equilibrium if consumer interaction cost hetero-
geneity is large �� > 1�.

5.2. Greater Heterogeneity in Consumer
Preferences

Assume that consumer preferences for the ideal val-
ues of the two attributes are distributed uniformly
over the general square �0�d� × �0�d�, where the
parameter d is not necessarily 1. The Primary Theo-
rem can be generalized to account for the parameter d.
Result 2. Matched partial customization is the

Nash equilibrium if consumer preference heterogene-
ity is high compared to interaction cost �d/2> z�, and
no customization is the Nash equilibrium if consumer
preference heterogeneity is low �d/2< z�.
That is, customization is more likely to occur

when the consumers have greater diversity in opin-
ions as to what constitutes the ideal product. It is
worth noting that the profit without customization
is the same as that with matched partial customiza-
tion; both equal d/2. However, the only equilibrium
for large preference heterogeneity is matched partial
customization.

5.3. Different Attribute Heterogeneity
Assume the heterogeneity in consumer preferences
for Attribute X is larger than that for Attribute Y.
Specifically, let consumer preferences for Attributes X
and Y be uniformly distributed on �0�d� and �0� k�,
respectively, where d > k. One can show that under
matched partial customization of X, the prices of both
firms equal k and the equilibrium profits are k/2.
Matched partial customization of Y, strategy pair
	Y�Y
, yields higher prices and profits, d and d/2.
Clearly, if firms have asymmetric attributes with dif-
ferent preference heterogeneities, they would like to
conspire to customize the attribute with the smaller
preference heterogeneity. There need not be conspir-
acy, for if k is less than 29% of d, the unique Nash
equilibrium in the game is matched customization of
the attribute with smaller preference heterogeneity.
Result 3. If the heterogeneity in consumers’ pref-

erences for one attribute is less than 29% of the other,
then the unique Nash equilibrium is for both firms
to customize the attribute with smaller heterogene-
ity. If the difference in heterogeneity is not too large,
however, either attribute may be matched in Nash
equilibrium. In all cases, the profits of the firms are
higher when they both customize the less heteroge-
neous attribute.

This result is not intuitively obvious. If the ideal
temperature comfort rating of sleeping bags is similar
across the population, but there is wide disagreement
between consumers on the ideal length of a sleep-
ing bag, intuition might suggest (wrongly) it would
be useful to customize length and offer a standard
comfort rating. This seems to be a consumercentric
tactic, but it ignores the competitive environment of
the sellers. If both sellers customize the heterogeneous
sleeping bag length, then they would only be distin-
guished in the minds of the consumers on their partic-
ular comfort ratings. By assumption, that distinction
is not critical to the consumers, so the firms would
be forced to fight for market share by vigorously dis-
counting prices, and this price war is unprofitable.
The Nash strategy that anticipates this price war is
to offer customization for the relatively homogenous
temperature comfort rating and to offer a standard
but distinct sleeping bag length.

5.4. Products with Three Attributes
Our primary result that matched partial customiza-
tion is the equilibrium strategy is not an artifact
of having two attributes in the product. Consider a
three-attribute product. Let consumer preferences for
their ideal levels of three attributes W, X, and Y be
uniformly distributed on the unit cube �0�1�× �0�1�×
�0�1�. There can be many partial customization sce-
narios, but consider the following matched partial
customization scenario: Both firms customize X and Y
and offer W at a standard level. If V − 2z−w− pA >
V − 2z− �1−w�− pB, then consumers prefer Firm A
to B where z is the per-attribute interaction cost. The
demands are exactly the same as the case 	X�X
 ana-
lyzed above and the optimal profits are 1/2 each. Sup-
pose Firm B deviates by customizing X and W and
offering Y as a standard feature. Then Firm A is pre-
ferred to B if V − z− z−w − pA > V − z− �1− y�−
z− pB. The demands are exactly the same as the case
	X�Y
 above and the optimal profits are 1/4 each. No
firm will deviate from matched partial customization
by switching one of the customized attributes for the
standard attribute.

6. Conclusions
Our paper analyzes the market for customized prod-
ucts. We set aside the issue of cost of flexible manu-
facturing and price discrimination to focus on brand
competition and consumers’ cost of interacting with a
customizing firm.
Surprisingly, we find that rival firms will customize

only one attribute of a two-attribute product, and each
firm will choose the same attribute. This is surprising
in part because customizing, in our model, is cost-
less, so it seems reasonable for firms to go all the way
and engage in complete customization. If firms do
not customize completely, then intuition might also
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suggest that firms actively differentiate themselves
in the minds of consumers by customizing different
attributes. These hunches fail to account for compet-
itive forces and the number of consumers that are
jointly targeted by both competitors.
Complete customization of all attributes will not

persist in equilibrium because competition to be the
leading one-to-one marketer leads to desperation on
the part of the rival. This desperation takes the form
of severe downward pressure on prices, which makes
complete customization a fool’s game for the firm.
The only equilibrium in our model involves partial or
no customization.
Because customization is partial at most, should

not the firms pick different attributes to customize to
avoid looking like twins in the minds of the shoppers?
We find that the answer to this question is, “No.”
When firms choose to customize different attributes,
then many consumers are indifferent between the two
firms; they think, “I can have the perfect length of
sleeping bag from L. L. Bean but I can have the perfect
temperature comfort rating from REI, so I’ll choose
the one with the lower price.” Had both firms pro-
vided the ideal level of a common attribute, fewer
consumers would say, “I get the ideal length from
either firm, and the REI has too low a temperature
rating and L. L. Bean too high a temperature rat-
ing in equal amounts compared to my ideal, so I’ll
choose the one with the lower price.” The elasticity
of demand can be diminished and price wars pacified
by customizing the same attribute.
Both these findings have obvious managerial

insights for firms considering customizing their prod-
ucts in a competitive environment. In addition, exten-
sions of our model provide managerial guidance of
which attribute to customize. The trade literature has
speculated that firms should identify attributes in
which there are large differences in consumers’ opin-
ion of which variety is best and then customize that
attribute. This does not account for competitive rivals
in the market. We find that customizing an attribute
without much consumer variegation in ideal levels is
the best strategy because it mitigates the incentive to
price discount. Ignoring this fact leads to unprofitable,
and avoidable, price wars.
Our baseline model assumes that if a firm cus-

tomizes an attribute, it does not offer a standard prod-
uct because it is just one of the customized products.
We do not assume that the firm has a preexisting
standard product, but it would be worthwhile to ana-
lyze a model with competing firms offering both their
standard and customized products. Such a model
should also allow firms to endogenously determine
the “degree of customization,” which is interpreted
as the fraction of meaningful attributes of the prod-
uct that are customized. This is a considerably more
complex model: There are four prices (for the stan-

dard and customized products of each firm) and the
two degrees of customization (one for each firm).
In addition, such a model will have to determine
how the customized product cannibalizes sales of the
standard product. We encourage others to study this
interesting, but challenging problem. Furthermore, a
detailed analysis of firms competing by customizing
three-attribute products is also left for future research.
Finally, in addition to these managerial implications,

our paper provides public policy findings on the well-
being of consumers who co-create customized prod-
ucts by explaining in detail to the manufacturer pre-
cisely what they desire. Our paper incorporates the
consumer cost of interaction as an important param-
eter. We find that consumers might be better off with
customization than with standard goods, but gener-
ally the firms’ choice to avoid complete customization
leaves much consumer surplus on the table. The loss
in consumer surplus is often captured by the firms,
but for very low levels of consumer interaction costs
and some moderate levels, the profit-driven behavior
of customizer firms is economically inefficient.

Appendix A. Nash Equilibrium Prices and Profits

A.1. Customization Strategy 	None�None
, Both
Firms Offer Two Standard Attributes If Firm A

charges pA and Firm B charges pB for their standard prod-
ucts, then the consumer with ideal attribute �x�y� will pre-
fer Firm A’s standard product over Firm B’s standard prod-
uct if V − x− y− pA >V − �1− x�− �1− y�− pB, or equiva-
lently,

x+ y < 1+ pB− pA
2

�

The demand for Firm A is the consumers in the triangle
bounded by the lines

x= 0� y = 0� and y =−x+ 1+ pB− pA
2

in the lower-left corner of Figure 14. Such a triangle has area
qA = �2− pA + pB�

2/8. The rest of the consumers buy from
Firm B, so qB = 1− �2−pA+pB�

2/8. The first-order condition
for the maximization of Firm A’s profits

�A =
�2− pA+ pB�

2

8
pA

with respect to its price is

��A
�pA

=− �2− pA+ pB�

4
pA+

�2− pA+ pB�
2

8
= 0�

The corresponding first-order condition for Firm B is

��B
�pB

= 1− �2− pA+ pB�
2

8
− �2− pA+ pB�

4
pB = 0�

Simultaneously solving the two first-order conditions, the
prices of the two firms are the same in the unique equilib-
rium and equal 1; the other solution has negative prices,
pA = −0�5 and pB = −3�5. Because the demand divides
evenly, the resulting profit for each firm is 1/2.
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Figure 14 Market Shares with No Customization
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A.2. Customization Strategy 	X�X
, Matched
Partial Customization of Attribute X

Suppose both firms customize Attribute X and offer
Attribute Y as standard. Consumers with interaction cost z
will prefer Firm A to Firm B if V − z − y − pA > V − z −
�1− y�− pB or, equivalently, y < �1+ pB − pA�/2. The num-
ber of consumers that satisfy this is qA = �1 − pA + pB�/2,
given the uniform distribution of ideal points. The price of
Firm A that maximizes its profit �A = ��1 − pA + pB�/2�pA
must satisfy the first-order condition

��A
�pA

=−1
2
pA+

1− pA+ pB
2

= 0�

By simultaneously solving the two firm’s first-order condi-
tions, we obtain the unique common price for the firms as 1.
Because the demand divides evenly, the resulting profit for
each firm is 1/2.

A.3. Customization Strategy 	X�Y
, Differentiated
Partial Customization

Suppose that Firm A customizes Attribute X and Firm B
customizes Y. The consumer with ideal point �x�y� will pre-
fer Firm A to B if V − z− y − pA > V − z− �1− x�− pB, or
equivalently y <−x+1+pB−pA. The mathematical expres-
sion for the demand of Firm A illustrated in Figure 4 is
qA = �1 + pB − pA�

2/2. To maximize Firm A’s profits �A =
��1− pA+ pB�

2/2�pA with respect to its price requires

��A
�pA

=−�1− pA+ pB�pA+
�1− pA+ pB�

2

2
= 0�

There is a corresponding first-order condition for Firm B.
By simultaneously solving the two first-order conditions,
the unique valid solution for the price is the same for
the two firms and equals 1/2 in equilibrium (the other
solution yields negative prices). Notice that this is lower
than the prices when no customization is offered. Because
the demand divides evenly, the resulting profit for each firm
is �1/2��1/2�= 1/4, which is less than when the firms differ-
entiate themselves with standard products.

A.4. Customization Strategy 	X�None
, Partial
Customization by A, Standardization by B

Suppose that Firm A customizes Attribute X and Firm B
neither attribute. The consumer with ideal point �x�y� will
prefer Firm A to B V − z−y−pA >V − �1−x�− �1−y�−pB

or equivalently

y <−x

2
+ 1+ pB− pA− z

2
�

The demand for Firm A is the lower trapezoid in Figure 15,
which equals

qA =
3
4
+ pB− pA− z

2
�

The demand for B is the upper trapezoid, which equals

qB =
1
4
− pB− pA− z

2
�

The first-order condition for Firm A is
��A
�pA

=−1
2
pA+

3
4
+ pB− pA− z

2
= 0�

and the first-order condition for Firm B is
��B
�pB

=−1
2
pB+

1
4
− pB− pA− z

2
= 0�

Solving the first-order conditions simultaneously gives the
equilibrium prices

pA =
7
6
− z

3
and pB =

5
6
+ z

3
�

Back substituting these into the profit functions gives equi-
librium profits

�A =
1
2

(
7
6
− z

3

)2
and �B =

1
2

(
5
6
+ z

3

)2
�

A.5. Customization Strategy 	Both�X
, Complete
CustomizationbyA, PartialCustomizationbyB

Suppose that Firm A customizes both Attributes X and Y
and Firm B customizes only Attribute X. Consumers will
prefer Firm A to Firm B if V −2z−pA >V −z− �1−y�−pB,
or equivalently, y < 1 − z + pB − pA. The demand for A is
qA = 1− z+ pB − pA, and for B is qB = z− pB + pA. The first-
order condition for Firm A is

��A
�pA

=−pA+ 1+ pB− pA− z= 0�

and the first-order condition for Firm B is
��B
�pB

=−pB+ z− pB+ pA = 0�

Solving the first-order conditions simultaneously, we get
the equilibrium prices pA = �2 − z�/3, pB = �1 + z�/3. Back

Figure 15 Market Shares with 	X�None


Firm A customizes X

1

1

Attribute Y

Attribute X

Share of firm B

Share of firm A

Firm B’s
standard offer (1,1)

1+(pB–pA–z)/2

1/2+(pB–pA–z)/2

y = –x /2+1+(pB– pA–z)/2
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Figure 16 Market Shares with 	Both�None

Attribute Y

Attribute X

1 Firm B)

Firm A
customizes

both X and Y
1

y = – x+2–2z+pB–pA

1–2z+pB–pA

1–2z+pB–pA

substituting gives equilibrium profits

�A =
(
2− z

3

)2
and �B =

(
1+ z

3

)2
�

A.6. Customization Strategy 	Both�None
,
Complete Customization by A, Standard by B

Suppose that Firm A customizes both Attributes X and Y
and Firm B customizes neither, and that z < 1/2. Consumers
will purchase from Firm A if V − 2z− pA > V − �1− x�−
�1 − y� − pB or equivalently x + y < 2 − 2z + pB − pA. The
demand for Firm B come from the consumers in the upper-
right triangle in Figure 16, qB = 0�5�2z + pA − pB�

2, and
demand for A is the residual qA = 1− qB.
The first-order conditions for profit maximization are

��A
�pA

= 1− 0�5�2z+ pA− pB�
2− �2z+ pA− pB�pA = 0�

��B
�pB

= 0�5�2z+ pA− pB�
2− �2z+ pA− pB�pB = 0�

Solving these for equilibrium prices gives

pA =
(
3
√
2+ z2− 5z)
4

� and pB =
(√
2+ z2+ z

)
4

�

and equilibrium profits are

�A=
(√

z2+2+z
)3

32
+
√
z2+2+z

2
−2z� �B=

(√
z2+2+z

)3
32

�

The analysis for the case z > 1/2 follows a similar pattern
and is left to the reader.

Appendix B
Proof of Primary Theorem and Corollary. Consider

deviations from 	None�None
. Firm A will not deviate to
	X�None
 or 	Y�None
 if

1
2

(
7
6
− z

3

)2
<
1
2
�

which holds if z > 1/2. Firm A will not deviate from
	None�None
 to 	Both�None
 if(√

z2+ 2+ z
)3

32
+

√
z2+ 2+ z

2
− 2z < 1

2
�

This is true for z > 0�243. So, when z > 1/2 the strategy pair
	None�None
 is a Nash equilibrium. Is it the unique Nash
equilibrium in this scenario? The only other possibility for
equilibria are 	X� X
, 	X�Y
, 	Both�X
, and 	Both�Both
.

Consider each in sequence. 	X�X
 cannot be an equilibrium
because when z > 1/2, then

1
2

(
5
6
+ z

3

)2
>
1
2
�

and hence Firm B would defect to 	X�None
. 	X�Y
 cannot
be an equilibrium because Firm B would defect to 	X�X
.
	Both�X
 cannot be an equilibrium because(

2− z

3

)2
<
1
2
for all z < 1�

so Firm A would defect to 	X�X
. Finally, 	Both�Both

cannot be an equilibrium because Firm B would defect
to 	Both�X
, which results in positive profit. In sum-
mary, when the interaction cost exceeds one-half, z > 1/2,
the “no-customization” strategy pair 	None�None
 is the
unique Nash equilibrium.
Suppose instead that z < 1/2. The Nash equilibrium is

either 	X�X
 or 	Y�Y
. We will analyze the former. If
Firm A were to deviate from 	X�X
 to 	Y�X
, its prof-
its would drop from 1/2 to 1/4, so that will not be done.
Nor will Firm A deviate to 	None�X
 because its profits
would drop to �1/2��5/6+z/3�2, which is less than 1/2 when
z < 1/2. Finally, A would not deviate to 	Both�X
 because
its profits would drop to ��2 − z�/3�2, which are at most
4/9< 1/2. By symmetry, Firm B will not unilaterally deviate
from the strategy pair 	X�X
, so it is a Nash equilibrium
when z < 1/2.
Is the set of symmetric strategy pairs �	X�X
 and

	Y�Y
� the only equilibria when z < 1/2? We need to
check only that the pairs 	None�None
, 	Both�None
, and
	Both�Both
 are not equilibria; the others were eliminated
from contention above. Consider them in sequence. We ana-
lyzed 	None�None
 previously, so recall that deviations to
	X�None
 are profitable when z < 1/2. In 	Both�None
,
Firm B’s profits are (√

z2+ 2+ z
)3

32
�

but if B defected to 	Both�X
 its profits would be ��1+z�/3�2.
A little algebra shows that this defection is profitable as long
as z < 1/2. Finally, 	Both�Both
 cannot be an equilibrium
because any unilateral deviation produces positive profits.
In summary, when z < 1/2, the only Nash equilibria are the
matched partial customization pairs, 	X�X
 and 	Y�Y
.
Appendix C
In Figure 17, Firm B with only a single standard product
can only sell to consumers whose ideal vectors are in the
triangle in the upper-right corner of the space (they buy
Firm B’s slightly inferior product because B’s price is very
low and their ideal attributes are close to B’s offer). Using
elementary properties of triangles, the average consumer of
Firm B has an X-coordinate that is 1/3 of the way between
the corner �1�1� and the corner �1− �

√
z2+ 2+ z�/2�1�, and

similarly for the Y-coordinate.
As a consequence, the typical consumer of Firm B has

consumer surplus

V − 7
12

(√
z2+ 2+ z

)
�

All consumers of A take advantage of the complete cus-
tomization offered by Firm A. Because they get their
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Figure 17 Typical Consumer for 	Both�None


Attribute X

Attribute Y

1 Firm B

Firm A
customizes

both X and Y
1

Legend: � B’s typical consumer2
z2+2+z1 –

2
z2+2+z1 –

�

personal ideal product from A, each one has a surplus
V − 2z− pA regardless of the specific value of their ideal
vector. The market shares of A and B are

1−
(√

z2+ 2+ z
)2

8
and

(√
z2+ 2+ z

)2
8

�

so the total consumer surplus is

V − 3
√
z2+ 2+ z

4
+ 4
3

(√
z2+ 2+ z

4

)3
�

Appendix D
Proof of Result 1. We start by deriving optimal prices

and profits for cases 	X�None
, 	Both�X
, and 	Both�None

with heterogeneous interaction costs.
(a) Derivation of Profits: Customization Strategy 	X�None
,

A Customizes X, B Customizes None. Consumers will prefer
Firm A to Firm B if V −z−y−pA >V − �1−x�− �1−y�−pB.
This implies that

y <−x

2
+ 1+ pB− pA− z

2
�

The market divides similarly to in Figure 15. Because z is
uniformly distributed on �0� ��, the demand for Firm A is

qA =
∫ �

0

3− 2pA+ 2pB− 2z
4

1
�
dz�

where 1/� is the density of the uniform distribution. The
demand for Firm A’s product is

qA =
3
4
− pA− pB+ �/2

2
�

and the demand for B is 1−qA. The first-order condition for
the optimal price of Firm A is

��A
�pA

=−1
2
pA+

3
4
+ pB− pA− �/2

2
= 0�

and the first-order condition for Firm B is

��B
�pB

=−1
2
pB+

1
4
− pB− pA− �/2

2
= 0�

Solving the first-order conditions simultaneously gives the
equilibrium prices

pA =
7− �

6
and pB =

5+ �

6
�

Back substituting these into the profit functions gives equi-
librium profits

�A =
1
2

(
7− �

6

)2
and �B =

1
2

(
5+ �

6

)2
�

(b) Derivation of Profits: Customization Strategy 	Both�X
,
A Customizes Both, B Customizes X. Consumers will prefer
Firm A to Firm B if V − 2z− pA > V − z− �1− y�− pB, or
y < 1− z+ pB− pA. The demand for A is

qA =
∫ �

0
�1− z+ pB− pA�

1
�
dz= �1+ pB− pA�−

�

2

and for B is qB = 1 − qA. The first-order condition for
Firm A is

��A
�pA

=−pA+ 1+ pB− pA−
�

2
= 0�

and the first-order condition for Firm B is

��B
�pB

=−pB+
�

2
− pB+ pA = 0�

Solving the first-order conditions simultaneously, we get the
equilibrium prices pA = �4− ��/6, pB = �2+ ��/6. Back sub-
stituting gives equilibrium profits

�A =
(
4− �

6

)2
and �B =

(
2+ �

6

)2
�

(c) Derivation of Profits: Customization Strategy 	Both�
None
, A Customizes Both, B None. Consumers will purchase
from Firm A if V − 2z− pA > V − �1− x�− �1− y�− pB or
y <−x+2−2z+pB−pA. Because z is uniformly distributed
on �0� ��, the demand for Firm A is

qA =
∫ �

0

�pA− pB+ 2z�2
2

1
�
dz�

The demand for Firm B come from the consumers in the
upper-right triangle as in Figure 16, qB = 0�5�� + pA − pB�

2

and demand for A is the residual qA = 1−qB. The first-order
conditions for profit maximization are

��A
�pA

= 1− 0�5��+ pA− pB�
2− ��+ pA− pB�pA = 0� and

��B
�pB

= 0�5��+ pA− pB�
2− ��+ pA− pB�pB = 0�

Solving these for equilibrium prices gives

pA =
3
√
2+ ��/2�2− 5�/2

4
� and pB =

√
2+ ��/2�2+ �/2

4
�

and equilibrium profits are

�A =
(√

��/2�2+ 2+ �/2
)3

32
+

√
��/2�2+ 2+ �/2

2
− 2z�

�B =
(√

��/2�2+ 2+ �/2
)3

32
�

Equilibrium. From the derivations above, we can see that
the formulas for profits with heterogeneous interaction costs
are almost identical to those when interaction cost is a single
value: The symbol z has been replaced by �/2. Thus, all
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the mathematics of Appendix B applies with that change
of variable. In particular, if � > 1, then the Nash equilibrium
is 	None�None
 and when � < 1 the equilibria are 	X�X
 or
	Y�Y
.

Proof of Results 2 and 3. Consider the general case on
the rectangle �0�d�× �0� k�, where d > k.
The derivation of equilibrium prices and profits shown in

Figure 18 follows the process in Appendix A. When k= d,
the game matrix in Figure 18 becomes symmetric. It is easy
to show that if z < d/2, then

d

2
<
1
2d

(
7
6
d− z

3

)2
�

and firms will switch customization from None to X, lead-
ing to matched partial customization in equilibrium, as
stated in Result 2.
It is possible to show that when 2z < d and k/d < 7 −

3
√
5 ≈ 0�29, the unique Nash equilibrium in this game

is 	Y�Y
, where the firms match customization on the
attribute with the least consumer heterogeneity. We will not
demonstrate Result 3 completely because the method is sim-
ilar to that of Appendix B, but to give a flavor of the analy-
sis, let us show that 	X�X
 is not an equilibrium. If Firm A
deviated to 	Y�X
, then its profits would change from k/2 to

d

(
1
3
+ 1
6
k

d

)2
�

This deviation is profitable if
(
2+ k

d

)2
> 18

k

d
� or

(
7− k

d

)2
> 45�

Figure 18 Customization Game with Different Heterogeneities
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∗ The game is symmetric.
�A = �1/dk���

√
z2 + 2dk + z�3�/32+ ��

√
z2 + 2dk + z2�/2�− 2z�

�B = �1/dk���
√
z2 + 2dk + z�3�/32

when z < k − d/2, where z is the consumers’ cost of interaction. We
assume that d > k.

so under the assumption that k/d < 7− 3√5≈ 0�29, it is in
the self-interest of Firm A to deviate to a customization of
the attribute with less consumer heterogeneity, Attribute Y.
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